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Purpose and Significance
♳嵳2035㙹䋑䚪⡤錞ⴢ烁用✫⼾馊涸Ⰼ椕㙹䋑Ղ 倝⛓㙹ծ➃俒⛓
㙹ծ欰䙖⛓㙹涸錞ⴢ䡦兞㼜⟄➃字⚹⚥䗱涸劥餘銳宠餟瑬Ⱖ⚥桧⯓䲿ⴀ15ⴔ
ꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕嚋䙁䎇㼜Ⱖ⡲⚹㙹䋑屛椚ㄤ爢⼓ⰖⰟ餴彂ꂁ縨涸㛇劥⽀⯋稒稒㔵
絗罈涰㨹邆굹⡞遤涸㛇劥銳宠ꂁ㢊ぐ碫剪⸉⸆腊♸ⰖⰟ崞⸓瑟ꢂ䲿⼮䋑字涸蜦
䖤䠭ㄤ䎋犷䠭կ
Shanghai Master Plan 2017-2035, with its vision ofan excellent global
citya city of innovation, humanity and sustainabilityand the requirements of the
people-centered philosophy, ventures to propose the concept of15-munite community-life circleas the basic unit of city management and assignment of public
resources in communities. The Circle, focusing on the basic demands of citizens, is
intended to put in place various services and public spaces, and promote happiness
and sense of belonging among citizens.
2019䎃11剢⛴鵛䎂䚪⛼雵罌㻋♳嵳鵳♧姿䔂靈➃字㙹䋑➃字䒊➃字㙹䋑
⚹➃字㖈㙹䋑䒊霃⚥♧㹁銳餟䕸⟄➃字⚹⚥䗱涸〄㾝䙼䟝ざ椚㸝䱗欰❡ծ欰
崞ծ欰䙖瑟ꢂ⸖⸂䪈㣐ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ雮罈涰㨹剣⠅ꢀծ⨴魧ծ㬛⛙涸㖑倰雮㙹䋑䧭⚹
罈涰㨹㹆⚌㹆㾀涸⛙㔩կ
䩧鸣15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕僽騨遤➃字㙹䋑椚䙁涸ꅾ銳
⚿䲃կ
As General Secretary Xi Jinping, during his visit to Shanghai in November
2019, emphatically stated,a city built by the people and for the people, urban development must follow the people-centered philosophy so that cities, with reasonably
arranged living, working and ecological spaces as well as more public spaces where
people can relax, do fitness and entertain themselves, may constitute a livable and
workable dimension. And building15-minute community-life circleis a crucial
measure to actualize the concept ofcity for the people.
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Conceptual Connotations
15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕䎇♶僽♧⚡Ⰼ倝涸嚋䙁Ⱖ䨾謉ゎ涸〄㾝椚䙁僽㼆♳
嵳劍⟄勻䨾䲿⦸涸⟄➃⚹劥㙹䋑欰崞椚䙁涸䒁絯ㄤ⠛䪬կ
15-minute community-life circleis hardly a newly-coined concept, but one
whose underlying developmental principles are a continuance of thepeople-orientedphilosophy, a notion that has been promoted by Shanghai for a long time.
2016䎃♳嵳䋑錞ⴢㄤ荈搬餴彂㽷ⴀ〵✫շ♳嵳䋑15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕錞ⴢ㼋ⴭ
霚遤ո
䲿ⴀ
15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕僽♳嵳䩧鸣爢⼓欰崞涸㛇劥⽀⯋⽰㖈15ⴔꛦ
姿遤〳鴪薴㔵ⰻꂁ㢊欰崞䨾涸㛇劥剪⸉⸆腊♸ⰖⰟ崞⸓瑟ꢂ䕎䧭㸝Ⰼծ㥩ծ
莞鷓涸爢⠔㛇劥欰崞䎂〵կ爢⼓欰崞㕕涸䒊霃䔂靈⟄➃⚹⚥䗱ꅾ挿㔵絗倝ծ
⼸靈ծ綁蒀ծ䒓佞ծⰟ❧❀㣐〄㾝椚䙁帿⻊㾀⡞ծ㽠⚌ծⴀ遤ծ剪⸉ㄤ⠅ꢀ❀倰涸
錞ⴢ㼆瘻怵結倝涸爢⼓欰崞կ
As defined by Shanghai Urban Planning and Natural Resources Bureau stated in itsPlanning Guidance of 15-minute Community-life Circle(2016), a15-minute community-life circle is the basic unit upon which Shanghai builds its community
life, or more specifically, an area within the range of 15 minuteswalk which offers
basic services necessary in residentslife, provides public spaces for various activities and constitutes a safe, amicable and comfortable platform for basic social life.
Emphasizing the idea ofpeople-centeredand following the five developmental
principles ofinnovation, harmony, ecology, openness, sharing15-minute
,
community-life circleis intended to elaborate on planning in the five fields of Accommodation, Employment, Travel, Services and Leisure so as to create a new kind of
community life.
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㖈㾀⡞倰䔂靈㢴呋⻊涸莞鷓⡞㸔㖈爢⼓⚥㟞⸈⚥㼭㤛⡞㸔ծ⥂ꥻ䨻ծⰖ
Ⱏ獆餱䨻瘝㢴呋⻊涸⡞䨻鷥䭊䎇㼆ぐ碫⡞䨻鵳遤幊ざ䋒㽷⤛鵳爢⠔輑ざ岤ꅾ
䒊匬➃䚍⻊涸遳㖷㽯䏞⸈䔂剪⸉霃倶ㄤⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ⯎ⴔ䒓佞Ⱏ❧⸈䔂⡞⼓侮⡤䒊
瘰굥頗㝕鸣䎇䲀鵳罈傊⡞䨻絾ざ侮⥝ㄤ梡➿⻊㹆㾀佖鸣կ
Accommodation: diversified and comfortable residences. Communities
should provide more residential options, such as middle-to-small apartment, indemnificatory apartment and public rental housing, and arrange them in a mixed manner to promote integration; build human-scale neighborhoods with enhanced service
facilities and shared public spaces; design the overall style of residential quarters,
and promote the renovation and modernization of historic accommodation.
㖈㽠⚌倰䔂靈刿㢴涸㽠鵛㽠⚌瑟ꢂ㖈ⰖⰟ❜鸑畀挿ㄤⰖⰟ崞⸓⚥䗱ワ
鴝䋒㽷刿㢴涸㽠⚌瑟ꢂ㖈爢⼓⚥㛆肫䎇〄㾝䅺Ⰶ䒭倝瑟ꢂ⚹㼭䗎⟱⚌䲿⣘刿
㢴涸⸅Ⱆ㖞䨾䲿⦸ず♧䒊瘰⚥㢕ざⵄ欽䲿⣘⤑ⵄ涸㽠⚌ㄤ欰崞梠㞯կ
Employment: neighborhood-based employment. Communities should create more work spaces around public transportation stations and public activity centers; support and nurture embedded innovative spaces to provide additional office
for small companies; and encourage buildings to support multiple functions for the
sake of both employment and living quality.
㖈ⴀ遤倰䔂靈⡛焫㸝Ⰼ涸ⴀ遤렽⸠㟞⸈騟緸㺙䏞餟鸑遳㖷鸑麤ծ㖑㗌
ⰻⰖⰟ鸑麤瘝䲿넞姿遤緸絞涸鵶絯䚍ㄤ莞鷓䚍䒊用⤑䰦㢴㽻妃涸ⰖⰟ❜鸑禹
絡⤛鵳鲪❜畀挿ծⰖ❜⨢ꬑ畀♸ワ鴝䒊瘰ծⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ涸剣劼絕ざ⤑✵㾀字涸ⴀ遤
䰃⛧렽⸠䊺䒊爢⼓鸑鵂ⰻ鿈䮔悶ծ⼓㚖Ⱏ❧瘝㢴猫倰䒭㟞䒊⨢鲨⡙կ
Travel: safe and low-carbon travel. Communities should densify their road
network, connect neighborhood passages and public walkways for a continuous and
comfortable walking network; create a convenient and multiple-level public transportation system, organically integrate metro/bus stations with adjacent buildings
and public spaces for the sake of travel and transfer; and try to expand parking
spaces by activating underused sections and participating in regional sharing programs.
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㖈剪⸉倰䔂靈碫㘗⚪㺢ծ⤑䰦〳鴪涸爢⼓剪⸉⺫䭍匬䒊Ⱟ곥㛇炄⥂ꥻ
ㄤㅷ餘䲿⼮涸爢⼓剪⸉⡤禹鷓䎾暵㹁爢⼓涸䊵䒗⻊宠
䲿⣘곡䎾倝傞劍倝宠
涸爢⼓剪⸉⺫䭍㼭㘗⻊Ⰼ銻渷涸俒⻊剪⸉ծ罈剣곷Ⱞ涸⛙륁霃倶ծ㷖剣䨾䧭涸絊
魧侅肫ծ偽㢅♶㖈涸⨴魧㖞䨾瘝⦸㼋罈䎓⠏⯓ծ姿遤〳鴪ծ넞佪㢕ざ涸霃倶䋒㽷
ⴗ㹊䲿넞霃倶剪⸉宐䎂կ
Services: plentiful, convenient and accessible community services. Communities should create a services system that provides both basic and premium services according to their specific demands; make sure that their services are responsive to the new era, including light-weight and full-coverage cultural amenities, elder
care facilities, lifelong learning and ubiquitous fitness spaces; arrange the facilities in
a way that prioritizes on the demands of elders and children, promotes accessibility
by walking and efficient hybrid facilities, and effectively improve services provided.
㖈⠅ꢀ倰䔂靈綁蒀䒓佞ծ崞⸂㹆➃涸ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ䩧鸣㢴碫㘗㢴㽻妃涸Ⱆ
Ⱏ瑟ꢂ䎇刿⸈Ⱒ岤㼆㼭㘗涸ծ꣡㾩涸ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ鵳遤䮔悶ㄤ䒓佞䔂⻊ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ涸
姿遤〳鴪銻渷桧䎇㖈䋒㽷♳㼜ⰖⰟ崞⸓瑟ꢂ♸剪⸉霃倶⯎ⴔ絕ざ렽⸠霃縨蒌助
⡲ㅷ鷥欽♸ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ굥頗湱⼐ꂁ涸遳麤㹻Ⱘ䲿⼮爢⼓俒⻊ㅷ餘կ
Leisure: ecological, open, vital and amicable public spaces. Communities
should build public spaces of various types and levels while paying more attention
to utilizing and opening up small-scale or adjunct public spaces; make public spaces more accessible by walking and integrate activity spaces with service amenities;
encourage installing art pieces and choose street fixtures in accordance with the
overall community style for enhance cultural qualities.
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Implementations
2016䎃荛➚♳嵳䋑錞ⴢㄤ荈搬餴彂㽷䭽撑շ♳嵳15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕錞ⴢ㼋
ⴭո
㸤㊤錞ⴢ綘ⵖず傞⟄䲀⸓㹊倶⚹湡叻䒓㾝✫幯鵳䒭ծ歋挿⿺涸爢⼓刿倝
遤⸓կ
Since 2016, Shanghai Urban Planning and Natural Resources Bureau has
been refining action plans according toPlanning Guidance of 15-minute Community-life Circleand has taken progressive and pilot-oriented measures to regeneration communities as realization of the Planning Guidance.
2016䎃桧⯓䱲程ㄤ㹊騨爢⼓瑟ꢂ䗎刿倝
⟄霃雦䩛岁䗎ծ刿倝⸓⡲䗎ծ
㹊倶餩欽䗎涸倰䒭䲀鵳爢⼓㼭䗎瑟ꢂ涸ꛏ抺䒭佖鸣⤛鵳㙹䋑ㅷ餘䲿⼮կず䎃
〄饰✫㙹䋑刿倝㔋㣐遤⸓雦ⴢⰦ⚥Ⱏ❧爢⼓雦ⴢ涸湡叻㽠僽䩧鸣15ⴔꛦ欰崞㕕կ
In 2016, the renewal efforts started withcommunity space micro-regeneration- minimal design, moderate interference and modest budget - which promotes
urban quality by transforming smaller spaces like an acupuncture therapist. The
same year also saw the initiation of four major urban renewal programs, of which
the Community Sharing Program aims exactly to create15-minute community-life
circle.
2019䎃⚹鵳♧姿⸈㣐爢⼓刿倝涸⚺⸓䚍ㄤ禹絡䚍ꅾ挿翸搋霃倶瀊匣瑲ⴀ
涸罈傊爢⼓㖈Ⰼ䋑鷥》✫15⚡遳麤ꞏ䒓㾝⚹劍♲䎃涸15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕刿倝
霚挿䊨⡲կ
湡䊺嶑梡ⴀ♧䪠㸤䧭䏞넞ծ䋑字ㆇ⢕ծⰩ㘗䚍䔂涸⠏猖晙⼓կ
In 2019, to systematize community regenerative efforts, arouse the initiative
on the part of communities themselves and focus on older communities significantly
falling short of service facilities, 15 sub-district divisions and towns were chosen as
pilots of the15-minute community-life circleproject in the next three years. Now
a number of commendable communities have emerged that are accomplished, well
received and typical.
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15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕涸錞ⴢ㹊騨ꅾ挿⦸㼋宨字䠑ծ翸字兰
⥂霆爢⼓ⰻ涸㾀
字ծ⟱⚌➢⚌➃プ瘝⢪欽➃纈Ⰼ倰⡙Ⰼ鵂玐㖑♸ⵌ䊨⡲⚥鸑鵂佟䏎ծ䋑字ծ⚁⚌
㔙ꢭㄤ⚁㹻瘝㢴⯋⚺⡤涸Ⰼ鵂玐帿䏞♸♳♴翫⸓Ⱏず⼸⡲䲀⸓錞ⴢ湡叻㹊
梡䲿넞爢⼓屛椚宐䎂կ
The planning and implementation of15-minute community-life circle, as
it is emphasized thatthe peoples voices are heard and their wits utilized, is
guaranteed to thoroughly and comprehensively involve residents and employees of
communities. The multiple-agent approach where governmental agencies, citizens,
professional teams and experts make in-depth contributions throughout the process
is beneficial in terms of cross-level coordination, cooperation, realizing the planned
goals and improving community governance.
䩧鸣15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕僽♳嵳鵄ぢ⼾馊涸Ⰼ椕㙹䋑涸ꅾ銳⚿䲃⛓♧㼜➃
字㙹䋑➃字䒊➃字㙹䋑⚹➃字涸椚䙁餟瑬㨤絊⚹➃字欰崞靐犷ⵄ⟄➃字⸂ꆀ
㹊梡䎋犷欰崞կ
Building15-minute community-life circleis an important measure as Shanghai approaches its goal of an excellent global city. The philosophy ofa city built by
the people and for the peopleis carried through the process to benefit the people
and help people live good life with their own efforts.
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